IGS resistance and its intrinsic composition control and without the use of external impurities can be controlled.
The solar cell perform anceis very stable and due to extreme changes in temperature and radiation -resistant space, in addition to the availability of land can be used in the air-spaceto supply the energy for satellite 1 .
This type of solar cel llayers, as shown in Fig. 1 , usually include: 1 -TCO 2 glass substrate coated with a transparent conductive oxide ZnO material 2-Cd S buffer layer with n-type impurities 3-CIGS absorber layer with p-type impurities 4-Mo layer 5-Material Sodaglass substrate 2, 3 .
The first layer is aluminum with zin coxide impurities (ZnO: Al) and Zinc oxide layer (n-ZnO) and as the TCO (Transparent Conductive Oxide), which is to provide the necessary guidance for photons. A substance that is used as the TCO layer must have a large band gaptoen sure maximum sunlight absorbency, so that most photonsare effectively absorbed. n-CdS layer as a buffer layer used between p-CIGS and TCO layers researches have shown that the cells in the presence of such buffer layer is much better 1 . This layer consists of CIGS layer to make the p-n junction. CIGSlayer. As the absorbent layer with the absorption coefficient of approximately 10cm -1 in the photovoltaic piece is a very crucial layer. Molybdenum layer (metal super alloys) performs as the collector of carriers from CIGS absorbent layer and transfers them to anexternal load. A substance used as a backup connection must have a low resistance barrier, and blocks the majority carriers and the holes. The glass substrate of the solar cell is (Soda) 4 . This paper investigates the effect of changing buffer layer materials has been identified and the optimize efficiency has been determined using simulation tools.
Efficiency analysis of solar cells with a common structure
Profile of the layers in the typical solar cell, according to some articles, including reference [2] is as follows:
In Figure ( 2) the simulatedsolar cell by forming layers in the Silvaco Software and (3) Solar cell efficiency versus wave length curve is drawn.
(According to the following formula, the electrical characteristics of solar cells can be obtained.
Ac:area of †the cell, E: light intensity [6] .
As it's specified in chart 2, the solar cell efficiency is obtained: 19,70%. Then, the evaluation of efficiency changes is considered.
Simulation of solar cells by changing the buffer layer material
Due to the toxicity of cadmium sulfide(CdS) 7 and also to improve the physical structure and efficiency of the solar cell, in this part of the research, changes inefficiency of solar cells has been investigated, by changing the buffer layer material.
Buffer layer: MgZnO
MgZnO is a flexible Nano Crystal; with a low remix capability and tunable gap of 4.02 ev [8] which can be a great alternative for CdS, if having high efficiency in solar cell. At this stage of the investigation of the buffer layer for GIGS, 0.2 um thick MgZnO Nano crystallineis intended. Figure(4) , presents the new yield curve versus wavelength.
According to results from chart 3, solar cell efficiency with ZnMg buffer layer has decreased about 2% in comparison with solar cell efficiency with Cds buffer layer. Due to the fact that efficiency of 17% is an acceptable efficiency in solar cells, as a result it can be a sufficient supplant for Cds in some cases that MgZnO has a better function.
Buffer layer: ZnMg
ZnMg is also a flexible Nano crystal [9] , which can serve as a buffer layer in CIGS solar cells. At this stage of thei nvestigation the buffer layer GIGS, Nano crystalline ZnMg with 0.2 um thickness is.
According to the results from table(4), the efficiency of solar cells with ZnMg buffer layer has declined by about 2% relative to the efficiency of solar cells with Cd Sbuffer layer. Due to the fact that 17% efficiency in solar cell is an acceptable efficiency, as a result it can be a suitable replacement for CdS in some applications with better performance of Zn-Mg layer.
Buffer layer: ZnSe
Zn Se is a II-VI compound semiconductor material that has many applications in optical and electrical equipment. Due to the wide range of optical properties such a slow absorption wavelength and high reflection coefficient for other wavelengths, it's used in solar cells. Having a direct band gap of 2.7ev at room temperature Zinc Selenide, is applicable in photo voltaic devices 10 . At this stage semiconductor ZnSe with 0.2 um thickness is considered as the CIGS buffer layer. Table 5 the results from these four cases examined in this pape rare compared with each other.
According to the results of Table( 6) , the efficiency of laboratory-made CIGS solarcell, based on reference 2 , is equal to11% which is obtained 19.7% in the simulation by software, due to the lack of restrictions in the laboratory, such as leakage current, environmental pollution.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, at first the CIGS solar cell with a common structure in some papers is stimulated using Silvaco software and yields are shown as well. Then the CdS buffer layer is replaced with three materials with better physical and electrical properties and new efficiencies are obtained. Simulation results show that the Nano crystalline materials MgZnO and ZnMg and ZnSe as buffer layers can be used instead of toxic CdS in CIGS solar cell in order to improve the physical structure of the solar cell as well as to improve the efficiency by about 0.2%. The solar cell has been designed and simulated in this paper is going to be manufactured and tested in future in the micro electronics laboratory. 
